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Annex B
United Nations Human Rights Council Working Group on the
Universal Periodic Review - Report on China
Sections relevant to the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
Section A. Presentation by the State under review
21. The Chinese Government resumed the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong
and Macao in 1997 and 1999 respectively and established the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (HKSAR) and the Macao Special Administrative Region
(MSAR) under the principle of “One Country, Two Systems”.
22. In the HKSAR, human rights and freedoms were guaranteed by the Basic Law,
as well as by, inter alia, the Bill of Rights Ordinance, the Race Discrimination
Ordinance, and the Independent Police Complaints Council Ordinance. The rights
of special groups were also protected through such mechanisms as the Women’s
Commission, the Children’s Council project, the Children’s Rights Forum, and the
Ethnic Minorities Forum.
24. In China’s National Report, the HKSAR and MSAR Governments provided
separate accounts of the situations in the territories of Hong Kong and Macao. The
two regions were represented by their senior officials.
Section B. Interactive dialogue and responses by the State under review
76. Benin noted that China is the country of contrasts, par excellence. A country of
thousands of years’ civilization, it has transformed itself from a semi-colony of the
19th century and liberated itself from foreign domination in 1949. The vast territory
with a population of more than one billion inhabitants, China did not retake its
sovereignty over Hong Kong and Macao until 1997 and 1999 respectively, and
recently China has known visible inequalities, which constituted the major challenges
for the promotion and protection of human rights. Benin stood in solidarity with
China regarding solutions to be undertaken to address different problems linked to
universal respect for human rights in its vast territory. Benin praised the progress
made in respect of human rights and recognized the continuing challenges faced by
China. Benin asked about the priorities of China for the promotion and protection of
human rights for special administered regions of Hong Kong and Macao, and why
China had considered it necessary to have a national human rights action plan for

2009-2010.

Benin recommended that the two special administrative regions

continue to function according to their realities and maintain respect for different
rights of their citizens in terms of respect for their laws.
(Response by China)
100. The HKSAR government is fully committed to promoting and protecting human
rights in Hong Kong.
Indeed, human rights and freedoms are guaranteed
constitutionally by the Basic Law and through various local legislations, including
equality before the law, freedom of speech and of the press, freedom of association, of
assembly and of demonstration, freedom of religious belief and right to social welfare,
and so on. The protection of human rights in Hong Kong is further reinforced by the
rule of law and an independent judiciary system. In addition, there is an extensive
institutional framework of organisations which help promote and safeguard human
rights which is closely monitored by the Legislative Council of Hong Kong, civil
society, the media and the general public.
Conclusion and/or Recommendations
114. The recommendations formulated during the interactive dialogue have been
examined by China and the recommendations listed below enjoy the support of China:
……..
39.

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and Macao Special
Administrative Region continue to function according to their realities and
preserve different rights of their citizens in accordance with their laws
(Benin)

